Defending Apps
in AWS with
Signal Sciences

BENEFITS

•

Reliable, automated blocking of attacks

•

DevOps focused protection

•

Platform agnostic with unified
management

•

Coverage against all threats

Deploying applications in cloud environments provides
organizations with greater business agility, data availability, and
cost savings. Yet security remains a primary concern: 73%1 of organizations with cloud-native applications say they lack
actionable, fine-grain, real-time insights into threats and ongoing attacks.

Amazon Web Services WAF: A Legacy Approach
Deploying Amazon Web Services Web Application Firewall (AWS WAF) to monitor and protect applications on AWS
might seem like a simple option. In reality, it’s based on a legacy approach where the WAF is deployed at the edge,
making it impossible to see what’s getting through to the origin or how the application is behaving. AWS WAF suffers
from several deficiencies.
•

High maintenance cost: AWS WAF requires you to configure web ACLs, then apply rules for each. Rules are costly
to write and maintain, and don’t show request details when triggered. Few ever make it to blocking mode. AWS WAF
becomes increasingly burdensome to manage as instances are difficult to stand up as applications and services scale.

•

Constant configuring and tuning of rules: Preventing SQLi and XSS attacks requires ongoing rule set tuning on a per
web ACL basis.

•

No unified management across multi and hybrid cloud: Cloud or DevOps teams must configure Amazon CloudWatch
to surface AWS WAF metrics on a per web ACL basis. And if not all your properties run on AWS, you won’t have a
unified view of the security of your non-AWS applications and services.

•

Limited protection against application abuse: AWS WAF lacks the ability to monitor and protect against application
abuse and misuse.

•

Integrations with DevOps tools are not widely supported: Because AWS WAF lacks DevOps toolchain integrations,
visibility into security data is limited. APIs, if available, are hard to parse and consume.
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Signal Sciences Secures Any App Against Any Attack
With Signal Sciences next-gen WAF, cloud and DevOps teams can easily secure their applications, APIs, and microservices
running in AWS. Our easy-to-install software supports any application without noticeably impacting performance. It protects
against any attack, and integrates with any DevOps toolchain products for cross-team visibility.
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